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of Education to promote in its elementary curriculum of the early 1970s
son for this government interest came from the fact that elementary teachers
and mathematics. Over and beyond the positive discourse, the fact is that
using them as mere pretexts to teach French and mathematics. The second
-

guarantee a disintegration of student learning.

1. A Point of Departure: The Doctorate in Sociology
ment ministry discourse, led me to undertake a doctorate in the sociology

-
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other researchers interested in school realities in the United States, for ex-

larly shed light on interdisciplinary approaches in teaching. These authors and
tanced and critical posture so as to avoid any kind of biased attitude.

1.1 The Foundations of a Conceptual Frame of Reference
It is on these foundations that I progressively built a conceptual frame
debates on the structure of the tree of science. The French-language publica-

-
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Figure 1:

vidual life or life in society. It brings into play practical, technical, or prorepairing a car, a housekeeper maintaining a house in order, a speculator
tine and conscious practices from various horizons, including disciplinary,
technical, and professional ones.
-
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-

scribed as non-disciplinary. These are social practices of reference, made
dynamic, nonlinear, and nonhierarchical, and that complete a given professional act.
In addition, depending on the particularities of problems and preoccu-

supposedly interdisciplinary models implemented in Quebec and FrancoThe crossroads of three parameters—the relation to disciplines, ranging
-

tion of the search for meaning, on the one hand, and a more instrumental
of conceptions assigned to interdisciplinarity1 can be found in education,
1
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Figure 2:
-

1.2 Interdisciplinarity in Elementary Teaching
The same foundations also provided the basis for my research activities.
search on interdisciplinarity-related representations and practices enabled
me to identify four predominant approaches to interdisciplinarity among
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x
and y
intersecting continua. The x
y
demic disciplines, ranging from domination to the absence of real links. The
ac and bd illustrate the fact that interdisciplinary practice
proaches. The circle at the center of the diagram represents the interdisci-

Figure 3:

-
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approach based on the use of themes is especially evoked by teachers in
dimen
pretext and springboard for the teaching of other disciplines, can especially be noted among teachers at the third cycle of elementary school. This
trend may be explained by the priority these teachers give to the teaching

can be observed at all levels of elementary school. The holistic approach,
adhere to the pedagogical conceptions prevailing in Quebec in the 1970s.
These last conceptions advance an open and active pedagogy, centered on
-

and planned in the pedagogical program, but are in reality considered to be
of secondary social importance. The teaching of arts, natural sciences, and

mix them together.

centrated my efforts during my research journey on interdisciplinary issues:
the conceptual perspective, certain empirical results, and the existence of
distinct paradigms or logics.
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2.1 Interdisciplinarity in Teaching Practices
2.1.1 Curricular Structure and Interdisciplinarity
of educational programs. Traditionally, the curricular structure is based on
in 2001 innovated by, among other things, grouping these disciplines into
learning areas, namely the areas of languages, mathematics and science and
then, can students be enabled to construct human and social reality in order
if not a strictly instrumental approach? Another example lies in associating

mathematics, thus producing a monolithic and dogmatic conception and
function. In addition, and perhaps most importantly, the teaching of natural
as the teaching of the humanities and social sciences primarily exists to aling beings, as humans understand them—and mathematics, a fundamental

sist on the constructivist perspective, a certain resistance to this perspective
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project-based approaches that are privileged by the curriculum are a source
processes.

applied to some 30 types of curricula.
Table 1
Four criteria by which to analyze a curriculum
Criterion

Dimensions

Taking into account certain parameters relating to the place and function
cal structure, their objects of study and learning, and their learning approachproposed a grouping of academic disciplines into four closely interrelated
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Figure 4:

1.
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-

A set of disciplines that I refer to as fundamental subjects, as they
constitute the indispensable materials for any apprehension of reality
these subjects is the structuring of natural, human, and social reality,
-
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2.

A set of disciplines that I refer to as basic subjects. The object of these
subjects is the expression of reality, and as such they prioritize the de-

3.
education, and various other types of education relating to health,
peace, citizenship, etc.
4.

reality.

If this last set of disciplines occupies a special place, it is because of the
calls upon an aesthetic approach to learning. While the perception of reality
is only a point of departure for constructing reality in the humanities and

An example can serve to illustrate this fundamental distinction. Students
objects, for example their teddy bears, and to make them speak and live like
appreciable contribution. This imagination can also be transplanted to com-

2

2

in arts is fundamentally aes-
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the construction and expression of reality and the establishment of relationinvolved.
2.1.2 Professional Training and Interdisciplinarity
the political and economic motivations underpinning the promotion of invery conception of the foundations of teacher education. This training could
sic and cumulative approach based on the successive teaching of different
ordination of professional training to the disciplinary model of training. It

contribute to professional acts. In this sense, professional teacher educacircumdisciplinary3
obuchenie

3

Circumdisciplinarity comes from the Latin circum
the adverbial accusative of circus

-
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nar
mological issues, and that of practicality, of its social usefulness. Focusing
exclusively on epistemological aspects may lead to a temptation to promote
pluridisciplinary approaches. Conversely, thinking only from a social usefulness standpoint can lead to a utilitarian perspective that underemphasizes the
kind of approach founded exclusively on practice or theory, and to guarantee
that integration truly remains the aim pursued.

2.2 Empirical Results
lecting empirical data on the conceptions of interdisciplinarity, on the imanother—the conception and implementation of interdisciplinarity have not

The effects of this hierarchical order of disciplines have been clearly ana-

social and educational effects of a curriculum that is compartmentalized into
Curricular structuring itself is a vehicle for social and ideological options
-
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Table 2
Hierarchical order of disciplines taught at the primary level
according to six studies: Overview (Lenoir et Hasni, 2010)
Rank

CRSH
research
(1980-1981)

Lenoir
research
(1990-1991)

FCAR
research
(1992-1995)

CRSH
research
(1995-1998)

CRSH
research
(2002-2005)

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

ety. With an approach similar to and developed on that of Bernstein, Young
and cultural teaching content translate the ideological presuppositions and
social interests of
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tent that appears . . . most important, because it is

government policy directions for curricula are often a source of confusion
the logic of compartmentalized disciplines prevailing most of the time.
collective social representations on the hierarchy of subjects established by
teachers. The pronounced decline in the importance ascribed to religious
-

less to the Catholic faith or, at least, consider that religious education should
not fall under the prerogative of education in schools. This hypothesis,
the place of religious education as a secondary subject, corresponds to the
observation made 10 years earlier by the Catholic Committee of the Supe-

decisive, as illustrated by the trajectory of the teaching of religion and scicampaign addressed to the general public.
curricular, didactic, and pedagogical dimensions are not established from an
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a pedagogical level, that of their immediate action in the classroom. They
curricular level to the pedagogical level or, put more clearly, to the practice
-

Figure 5

not only a theorization of interdisciplinary practice on the didactic level,
using rich and coherent models, but also the light that can be shed by a
curricular analysis of interdisciplinary possibilities offered by programs in
become a mere recipe, mere agitation, or the illusion that anything is pos-
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As a result, it is important, once this is understood, that the teachers design
the structuring of learning objects so as to make them accessible to students.
didactic aspects.
The didactic level, through didactic models, provides this mediating
turing—in terms of disciplines, but aimed at interdisciplinarity and integration—and pedagogical actualization that is transdisciplinary or even circumb
level leads to a social recontextualization of learning and reinserts it in its
functional dimension.

2.3 The Existence of Distinct Logics

language publications, and, today, increasingly, the Spanish and Lusitanian
Belgium, the United States, English-speaking Canada, and Quebec. The
-

In terms of interdisciplinarity, this situation has strongly interested me.
explain the existence of distinct sociohistorical logics and their underlying
an international conference, I invited 32 researchers from various European
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ticipants extensively discussed the relevance of implementing interdisciplinarity, the meaning it should be given, and its impact on the hierarchy of

alization and caricature, this concrete example taken from direct experience
originating from these three cultures.

Figure 6:

-
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-

primarily develop procedures for data collection and treatment. Conversely,
Francophone publications tend to concentrate on the epistemological foundations and issues of educational research.
savoir-être or
perhaps playful dimensions. To me, these three paradigms of meaning,
practicality, and affectivity appear complementary and should link together
to ensure the implementation of interdisciplinary approaches in teaching
hand, and the heart, in Spanish la razón, la mano, y el corazón

Conclusion
In conclusion, I must note that today, the interdisciplinary approach is

their place as a supplement, even a corrective measure for education and

seek in their learning and their motor, intellectual, and affective engagement
-

subjects together in order to enable the adoption of an interdisciplinary per1.

Curricular interdisciplinarity does not seek the disappearance of
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disciplines or the establishment of a common methodology, a comor even a combination of all of these constitutive elements. To the

2.

a.

It targets the establishment of a general and coherent con-

-

b.
respect to learning, a meaning established according to
previously established social choices. In this sense it is at
-

3.

Curricular interdisciplinarity must provide a basis for close relaand that of integration. The objective is not primarily to design an
integrated curriculum, but rather an integrating curriculum, thus
favoring the implementation of integrative approaches that seek the

the elementary school curriculum to be able to reveal true possibilities for
tic approaches.
into relation on the curricular, didactic, and pedagogical levels, leading to
the establishment of links of complementarity or cooperation, interpenetra-
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edge among students. In teaching-learning practices, the teacher’s role is to
establish the conditions judged to be the best, the most appropriate, to proat school is to introduce conditions that are normally favorable to students’
implementation of integrating processes by calling upon various and interintegrating, but the students.
Biographical Note: Yves Lenoir holds a PhD in sociology from the University of
disciplinary Studies. He is currently Full Professor at the University of Sherbrooke
-

more than 230 academic articles and book chapters in French, English, Spanish,
Portuguese, etc. He may be contacted at y.lenoir@videotron.ca
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